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Elegant experience to deeply relish biting colloquial lusciousness
in the Ginza Sanctuary rationally vested in you all
Toshiyuki Namai

Desideratum for you all to valuably experience here in the Ginza Sanctuary is to
lusciously relish biting a lot of words, phrases and sentences radiantly spoken by your
instructor, Toshiyuki Namai. It is really dramatic, dynamic and meaningful for you to
elegantly experience such lusciousness in the process to genuinely learn English
language and related matters here in the Ginza Sanctuary rationally vested in you all.
Now, I again tell you the following matter as I already told you in the teaching.
Memorization is “not effective” in order to surely master English language at all.
If you study English by doing so, you don’t feel anything impressive in your heart.
Unfortunately, it really doesn’t make any sense at all. Apparently, you just waste your
important time limited, if you just try to memorize only words, phrases and sentences
without relishing biting anything spoken by me.
It is said, “Truth will out” in the civilized societies all over the world. Through
memorizing the words like an unfeeling machine which has no pure human sensibility,
there is “no possibility” to master English in the future.
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As for you all to learn English in the Ginza Sanctuary saturated with “rational air”
universally produced by me, it is impossible to taste the delicious taste of the words,
phrases and sentences spoken without feeling anything deeply in your heart.
As a matter of reality, you have a “decisive bifurcation” in leaning and mastering
English at all times. There shall be a decisive question which changes the quality and
direction of your study, “whether you appropriately grasp the best way to learn and
master English or not.”
Now, I’d like to strongly emphasize that what you write down in your notebook to review
the lesson received according to what your instructor radiantly speaks in the lesson is
absolutely necessary in order to reasonably learn and master English by inches. This
means both 1) “face-to-face lesson” and 2) “reviewing the lesson” are the two which are
absolutely important for you all to improve what you academically need in this
language.
It is really “energy-consuming” to precisely write in your notebook what I academically
lecture upon in the face-to-face lesson by using the voice recorder permitted. It is quite
natural to say that you really need much time to seriously and meaningfully take
dictation under the auspices of holy instruction of mine.
And I simultaneously tell you that taking dictation in a notebook right after receiving a
lesson is the “most effective way” to deeply relish biting the words, phrases and
sentences spoken by me. If you enshrine sensitively recognized words, phrases and
sentences spoken by me “in an inner place of your heart” through taking dictation, you
safely keep those recognized for the rest of your whole life. And this will make your
genuine culture universally little by little.
When you review the lesson already received, taking dictation is the very indispensable
one to assimilate what you elegantly learned in the lesson. Unfortunately, you will
forget most of the words, phrases and sentences I spoke in front of you in the lesson, if
you don’t do it seriously. Moreover, sadly, you will forget all of them you learned in the
lesson eventually.
Pessimistically speaking, you “forget” and “lose” many things you learned after
receiving the lesson without writing down what I taught you face to face in the lesson.
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I have no intention to viciously eviscerate your individual fragrance at all. All I
absolutely hope as an educator is that I’d like you to beautifully build your culture here
in this Ginza Sanctuary. I am keeping this sanctuary for the sake of such educational
mission.
All of the students here are transparently guided to receive “the best of the best”
deriving from my rational sphere. I have no hesitation in giving you the best of the best
all the time. Undoubtedly, you will gracefully taste “the elegance of elegance” you have
in your individuality in the future. I don’t doubt it at all.
Whether you have such elegant experience to deeply relish biting colloquial
lusciousness or not immensely changes your future English. I hereby declare that “there
is no other better learning way to do it.”
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